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Gabriella Deszpot 

Message from Beyond the Gates 
The collection of the documentaries of Klara Kokas has arrived 

 

 
Klára Kokas – Katalin Vékony – Attila Rieger – Péter Mihola – Anett Kuszkó – 

Gabriella Deszpot: Worlds Discovered in Music. A collection from the 

documentary works of Klara Kokas with notes of author. 

 

Contents 
1. DVD: Free-form movements (Scene 1–33., Duration: 1:19:00)  

2. DVD: Together, for one another (Scene 34–84., Duration: 2:20:00) 

3. DVD: Worlds discovered (Scene 85–108., Duration: 1:35:00) 

4. DVD: A colorful forest (Scene 109–120., Duration: 0:56:00) 

Katalin Vékony (editor): Accompanying booklet for the assorted film segments 

entitled: „Klára Kokas: Worlds Discovered in Music” (132 pages) 

 

Publisher: Klára Kokas Agape Joy of Music, Joy of Life Foundation, Budapest 

Ordering, additional information: 

http://www.kokas.hu/index.php/tevekenysegunk/kiasvanyertekesites   
 

In April 2013, the life achievement of one of the most famous figures in music 

pedagogy were published in form of a thematic film collection and an accompanying 

booklet. 

 

The originality of internationally acclaimed Hungarian creative music pedagogue 

Klára Kokas (1929–2010) lies in the fact that during her teaching career she 

recognized that children’s focused concentration and total musical absorption could 

be best achieved by way of movement, action and creative activity. Rather than 

promoting passive art indulgence or reproductive imprinting, during decades of 

teaching and research she devised methods which draw on the age-related 

specificities of children and remobilize those of adults to encourage their active 

engagement in the musical experience. Her work is a unique implementation of Zoltán 

Kodály’s philosophy of music education. 

  

This text appears on the cover of the bilingual „Worlds Discovered in Music” DVD-

set, that contains four discs and a booklet. The DVDs are the fruits of the collaboration 

of four years that was originally started by Klára Kokas years ago. The scenes of the 

http://www.kokas.hu/index.php/tevekenysegunk/kiasvanyertekesites
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documentary were recorded on the group sessions of Klára Kokas from the 1960’s to 

2008 and this work covering more than 40 years were exclusively assorted by herself. 

 

„Happiness in music, happiness outside... Mozart is ours, ours!” The music is ours – 

proclaims Klára Kokas in the scene where we can see children running and doing 

somersaults in a field full with dandelions to the music of Mozart. Yes, the music is all 

of ours as Kodály would have wanted. It doesn’t matter how old your are or what you 

do, the creative and active intake of music is without limits. An excellent opportunity 

of the shared music and joy experience is the method and lifestyle that Klára Kokas 

has created and embodied for decades. The Worlds Discovered in Music gives you a 

sneak peek into this colorful universe. 

 

 
 

Even the exact details of this edition with great importance are impressive: more than 

6 hours of playtime, 120 scenes from 29 full features. In the booklet with its 132 pages 

you can find more interpretations of Klára Kokas in her usual educative manner for 47 

scenes. This is the exact data of the collection, that is also available in English, but it’s 

much harder to define the genre of it all. Has there been anything like this? Can we 

categorize? It seems almost impossible if searching through the genres of traditional 

media. We could say that it’s a chain of docu-art movies or a portfolio of lyric case-

studies; free-form poetry on film; moving mosaic; a visual aid for arts pedagogy or a 

retrospective adaptation, source material, or practical gallery for students and 

followers. Whatever we would say about it, the essence is the MESSAGE. Message 

from the source, from Klára Kokas on how to approach a person through music and 

how to find music through a person.  

 

Throughout most scenes, the concept of Klára Kokas still prevails: first we see the 

movement in whole as it actually happened and then we hear her commentary with 

some disctinctive parts of the scene in slow-motion or as a still image – and then we 

can witness the dance routine from the beginning to witness it again, but differently. 

There are scenes that become more clear or get a new perspective through its 

introduction part. Sometimes the order of scenes gives the particular film new 

meanings, puts more emphasis on other parts. Some could say that not all films are 

equally long. You can find one-minute-long or even 11-minute-long scenes as well – 
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the scenes themselves reflect the actual happenings then. And because the scenes are 

complete, the sometimes fluctuant rhythm is never disturbing. 

  

In general, these films, these scenes in particular are essential in understanding and 

experiencing the life achievement of Klára Kokas fully. Of course, this docu-art genre 

is the one that is the most suitable for understanding the pedagogy of Klára Kokas, as 

a creating art. Viewing and experiencing the scenes makes those moments and 

processes truly tangible when Klára Kokas and the children or adults being with her 

use the power of music to create, to self-express, to understand others, to fully listen 

and to practice love. We can see beautiful, lyric and often philosophical examples of 

these on the discs and can read about them in the booklet, which was edited based on 

the notes of Klára Kokas by the caring hands of Katalin Vékony. 

  

The way Klára Kokas thematically assigned one scene to another from her memory, 

scenes that were stored physically somewhere else, might have been based on an 

original and intuitive logic. Honoring this thematic production, the creators finishing 

this work (Katalin Vékony, Attila Rieger, Péter Mihola, Anett Kuszkó and Gabriella 

Doszpot) went with the original idea, only altering the final sequence of the scenes 

within a disc, creating smaller blocks while minding the dynamics and the arch of 

storytelling. 

  

Klára Kokas only gave titles with little wording in them to thematic groups (Free-form 

Movements, Together - For One Another, Worlds Discovered, A Colorful Forest), but 

these already talk to the audience: Discover me! 

 

 
 

The album starts with Free-form Movements containing 33 scenes. Here you can see 

performances about music transformation, free movements created from total music 

appreciation, improvisation and imagination. These are often stories and tales that 

could be told, but back then they were non-verbal performances. Everyone can follow 

their intuitions, there is no formula to follow. „I must admit: I never thought that 

freely improvised movements could help us get close to music. Both my upbringing 

and my education taught me otherwise. But when I first witnessed this miracle 

happening to children, I asked myself: how could we not have realized this much 

earlier?” These lines can be found on page 16 of the booklet. Klára Kokas was able to 

discover this child- and music-centered phenomenon, because she handled children 

with total attention, empathy and curiosity and she created a situation where they 

could be themselves at all times. 
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The second, big thematic order of the films is the Together, For One Another 

collection with 51 scenes. This is the longest disc, a continuous flow of exciting and 

beautiful scenes about happy togetherness. While the previous disc mostly contained 

solos, this chapter shows examples of how children – or even adults – tune to a 

common harmony with selected, good music. In this process, everyone trusts 

everyone: they dance together, they dance for each other. They read from the eyes of 

the other, return their gestures without words. These make up the movements and the 

dancing scenes as a whole. 

On the first disc of the collection, we see nice examples for name singing, a genre 

invented by Klára Kokas in the 1960s. What is the outcome of name singing? Getting 

connected with another human being and building a connection with ourselves: 

identification and acceptance. Faces and names connect in singing together. 
The other five scenes show how the traditional communal ring game, the folk song 

becomes a personal experience through improvisation in singing. We can witness 

18 movement improvisations in the other part of this thematic that range on a large 

scale of emotions – depicting the humor or the maturity, or even the transcendent 

sensibility of a child. Some scenes are connected through the focus of touch – the 

collective movement of hands and feet is of great communicational value. The 

unmissable part of the Kokas-sessions is the farewell singing that can bee seen in 

three scenes. 
 

Not only with children did Klára Kokas find a special world in music, but also 

with the adults. How this all happened, we can see in the last scenes of the disc. 

Soon, the statement of Kodály will be a hundred years old: “... nine months before 

the mother gives birth, the musical education of the child begins.” We can also see 

some nice examples on how the music education of the little ones is done within a 

family. 

 

The peak of this collection is the Worlds Discovered, that for one and a half 
hours, portrays case studies of handicapped or underprivileged children often 

segregated, growing up in a separated environment. 

In these cases, the remarkable person enters. Unique, of value and unrepeatable. In 
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24 scenes we witness as people with mental disabilities, blindness, severe hearing 

problems, the cumulatively challenged open up in interpersonal situations to 

music, they discover powers and abilities within themselves. The music joy is 

visible in those scenes, the ability to move and create, to the surprise of the people 

around them, since many didn’t think a child with disability would be able to do 

this, so they were never put in an active, creative situation. Klára Kokas has tried 

this, has dealt with them for years – has brought them into this world. 
 

 
 

The most remarkable case on the third DVD is the one of the Reed Fairy sitting in 

a wheelchair, who was invited to the children’s group. The kids got a chance to 

witness the opportunities of Reed Fairy, to adapt to her ways and create beautiful 
scenes with her and through her. Klára Kokas commented initially: “She was 

carried, because she was completely paralyzed. Her real name was Ágnes 

Kemény, the children started calling her the Reed Fairy. This was therapeutic, not 

for the Reed Fairy, but for everyone else participating in the music sessions, for 

the healthy kids.” (Appeared in 2009, on page 107 of the New Pedagogic Journal, 

Edition 7., reporter: Teréz Tóth). Reed Fairy took part in Klára Kokas’ sessions 

for nine years, the child became an adult, the student became a friend, the girl who 

had been shut out of pursuing a musical career became a music history studend. 

Six scenes of this collection show her story in about 30 minutes, how Klára Kokas 
included the Reed Fairy decades before through attitude and sensitive pedagogy 

that is apparent in her methods. 

 

The hour-long fourth disc is A Colorful Forest that displays drawings, paintings 

sculpturing inspired through precious music: the internal, imaginative pictures 

take shape and appear in space. Instead of a direct pedagogic control, a well-

chosen music guides the imagination and movements. A good example for this is 

the little boy in the opening sequence, who doesn’t want to pain, but his finger and 

hand prints still create a beautiful and charming composition. 

The 12 scenes tell a tale of expression forms, how those connect and transition 

into one another, different modalities, the tone, the movement, the picture, the 

statuesque sensation. The ruling pictures born and depicted in movement are not 
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merely illustrations of the music, but clear and defined projections of self and 

group associations in motion. 

In some scenes, we can see a strange shift in rhythm, when the children pain 

pictures on abandoned canvases, on whitewashed walls of press houses or even on 

sheets, pictures big enough so even they may enter. This could be the key in the 

healing power of the house painting summer camps, where they can create a 

special world for themselves. 
 

 
 

The question is how can one relate to this piece? How can one cope, enjoy and 

comprehend these scenes? And the answer is: it is custom-made for each situation 

and person, just like the whole methodology of Klára Kokas. 

Even the editors thought that there are and will be several interpretations to this. 

They made sure we can watch all scenes of the DVDs in sequence enjoying the 
flow of music and images. Or we can decide to watch any given film in the Scene 

Selection. There are those who will watch just one scene as a morning delight or 

an evening treat. Maybe someone would like to customize a playlist in search for 

new points of emphasis, different connections, other influences. The reassembly of 

the mosaic pieces to a brand new composition gives a sense of creation and 

creative affiliation. 

 

The Worlds Discovered in Music is actually a continuation of the so-called Life 

Achievement DVD-ROM published in 2007. The Joy, Bright Spark of Divinity 

Joy is a grand collection of a life’s work, for it contains the books and articles of 

Klára Kokas. It doesn’t contain scenes and films, though. In a sense, this new 

edition is completing the whole collection, because the moving images make the 

written statements truly transmittable and eye-opening. If you would like to dive 

further in understanding the pedagogy of Klára Kokas, then it’s good to find the 

similarities between the film collection and the last book of hers, Combing the 

clouds, published in December 2012. The subhead reads Stories of my children 

dressed in music takes us closer to see why these editions are so closely related. 

The essay collection also speaks about children discovering the essence of a music 

piece, the figures and places within, and then they make up stories transforming 
them into fairy tales. There are more than thirty examples of these stories in the 
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book from the time when Klára Kokas held her sessions in the Community Center 

of Budapest from 1948. Many of the scenes from the DVDs were also recorded 

here during this period. 

 

The creation of this edition was sponsored by the National Cultural Fund of 

Hungary, the Lájer & V. Ltd. and Travel&Media Ltd. About another 30 people 

helped to make this piece come to life throughout the years: Andrea Baginé 
Kenderesi, Zoltán Bánhidi, Rita Bózsa, Zoltán Csernyányszky, Ilona Duga, Tamás 

Eger, János Fogas, Beáta Furka, Éva Kiss, Sarolta Lénártné Kelemen, András 

Nyerges, József Pállay, Kálmán Péchy, Éva Sándorné Jakab, László Stachó, Kata 

Schiller, Szűcs Andrea, Csilla Sziklás, Mariann Takács, Tamás Zányi. Józsefné 

Lájer was constantly maintaining the importance of the edition and always holding 

together the concept. 

The premiere was held at the Apáczai Publishing House (1085 Budapest, József 

körút 63.). The stylish yet comfortable setting provided worthy audiovisual 

opportunities, a movie theater setting for the audience of 100-130 people to 

witness the scenes at this uplifting event. 
 

The best way to start using the Worlds Discovered in Music is to get familiar 

with the synoptic bookmark inside the collection. This will help to QuickSearch 

based on scene titles and numbers. The scenes written in bold have a maching 

description in the booklet. 

 

 
 

The menu of the DVD is easy to use. It starts with Language Selection 

(“MAGYAR” or “ENGLISH” version: English is subtitled). In the main menu, we 

can select whether we would like to see the scenes in editorial sequence (“PLAY”) 

or one by one (“SCENE SELECTION”). We can see the scenes in groups of six 

on the screen with titles, the number of the scenes is not given. 

In the chapter “FILMOGRAPHY”, we can find the original title of the 
documentary where the scene was taken from, who were the authors of them, can 

find information about the music used in the scene and who was the composer. At 
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the end of the filmography, we can see the names and duties of people 

participating in the creation along with the sponsors. 

In the columns of the source materials found in the BOOKLET, we can find out 

how long the original scenes were, and – like in the filmography on the DVD – the 

original title, release date and information about the supporting audio materials. 

This is good to use mostly when watching the given scene. It can be also advisable 

to check whether the scene has any additional comments in the booklet. 
In the booklet, Hungarian and English comments are all present, bound and edited 

together. In the Introduction, we can read about the birth of the exciting 

background information and what filming means in The importance of films in the 

life achievement of Klára Kokas. 

The impressive and unified graphic design of the edition is the sophisticated work 

of Ferenc Szabó. 

 

 
 

The collection is dedicated to all who would like to get a better understanding 

on the effects of Klára Kokas’ work, would like to follow and use her 

expertise or just would like to feel experience the miracle of being, the simple, 

childhood existence. 

This work was supposed to be a birthday gift to Klára Kokas on April 24th. 

We gave it to her, though she wanted us to have it as a future message – from 

beyond the gates. 

 

 

 

Translated by: Péter Mihola 


